
 

 

 
Hi, welcome to Honest FX’s EA 
 
We have been working on this EA for 2 years now and we finally have a solution that we are 
happy to put our name to.   
 
We are so confident in this EA we are giving you a 14-day trial, no payment details required, 
to provide you with the opportunity to try it out the EA on a demo account or a live account.   
 
The smallest account size recommended is £2000.  If you use our broker then you would 
only have to deposit £1750 and a starting lot size of 0.01, this is a very low risk setting, 
which we recommend. 
 
We have also programmed a setting into our EA, that enables you can have a kill switch at a 
set percentage, which closes the EA down and closes the open trades down.  On a £2000 
account we have set ours EA at 15% and we very rarely see a drawdown of more than 5%, 
but we felt it was worth having setting in place to give our members some piece of mind, as 
with everything in trading it about risk management.  
 
We always recommend that you withdraw your profits every month until you have your 
initial invest returned, trading is a risky game and it is always best to mitigate your risk, by 
getting your initial invest out, once you’re in that risk free position, you can then leave your 
account to build and increase the lot sizes to suit as it grows.  The lot size can be set to your 
own level of risk, so as always, we would advise please be careful when increasing.  
 
Our EA is designed to work best on two pairs - the GPB/ Dollar and the Euro/ Dollar.  We 
have realised by only studying 2 markets, this has enabled us to really build a perfected 
strategy.  
 
Our system is designed to run low risk and generates around 25% a month profit. 
 
If you decide to purchase the EA going forward, we include 2 indicators, worth £150.00 
which we will include for free.  These can be added to any chart, but we find they give a 
great validation when running our EA if you are looking for to be a little more involved in 
following your EA.  
 
Set of your EA account, is very easy, and only basic IT knowledge required to follow our 
instructions to add the EA to your MT4. Any questions join our telegram   
 
Began to get stuck from here – need you with me! 
 
The only requirement are: 



This can either be done a PC that is going to be run all of the time or on VPS that is a virtual 
desktop, these are really easy to set up, once set up it will trade in the background and you 
don’t have to worry about it.  
 
We recommend our broker Vantage and VPS to run it on please see below, with our links 
the VPS is free if you sign up with Vantage, they will refund your monthly fee or you can just 
set it up on a PC and leave it running if you don’t want to set the VPS to start with. 
 
https://www.vantagefx.com/clients/promotions/50percent-deposit-
bonus/?cxd=38682_413762&affid=5607&gclid= 
 
Once your account is set up with Vantage and fund your account please follow this link. 
 
https://www.vantagefx.com/clients/free-tools/forex-vps/ 
 
You can then set an account up with next point and if you send the invoice over to Vantage 
and they will refund you monthly. 
 
https://nextpointhost.com/forex-vps/basic?aff=363 
 
Setting up a VPS, there are a few to use which have great reviews. If you don’t want to use 
Vantage and claim the money back for the VPS. Then the below are available and easy to set 
up. 
 
https://www.simplyhosting.com/vps We recommend the £9.99 one, it is very easy to set up 
just go through the sets. 
 
This must be run on MT4, which can be found from the link below unless you use an VPS they will 
set the required MT4 up for you, the below link is only required if you are running off your own 
PC. 

https://admiralmarkets.com/trading-platforms/metatrader-4?regulator=fca 

Note: You do not have to use an Admiral account  
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Introduction  
Our EA works best on the major forex pairs recommended pairs are EURUSD and GBPUSD 
(on H1 or higher TF). EA can work on 1000 account balance however, the recommend 
minimum account balance is 2000.  
  

Recommendation  
Pairs: EURUSD, GBPUSD  
Time Frame: H1 (Hour 1) or higher (It takes less trades the higher the time frame) 
Min Balance: 2000  
  
 

How to Install our EA  
  

Open the Data Folder  
Click File > Open Data Folder.  
  



  
  
  
 
  
  
 
  

Copy EA to Expert Folder  
In the Data Folder Navigate to MQL4 > Expert and copy the EA (Honest-FX.ex4) file in there  

  
  
Next: 
 

Refresh the Expert Advisor List  
Right click on “Expert Advisor” and click Refresh.  
  



  
  
  
   
Allow Trading and DLL  
Click Tools > Options  
  

  
  
  
From the Options window select the Expert Advisor Tab and click allow trading and allow 
dlls  
  

  
  
  



Open the chart  
Right click on Market Watch > Show All  
  

  
  
  
  
  

Open the Chart  
• Find EURUSD right click on it and select Chart Window  
• Find GBPUSD right click on it and select Chart Window  

  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  



 Start The EA  
In the navigator right click on the Honest FX and select Attach to a chart. This needs to be  
done for both the charts the Euro/USD and GBP/USD 
  

 
 
Your screen needs to look like the below: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
Enter the email that you registered with and set the max drawdown percentage that you are 
happy with, it is set at 25% as this is how we run ours on a small account, you must set use 
safety circuit breaker to true out wish to use this function. If you scroll down that is where 
you set the lot size, it is set at 0.01. Please play around with the percentage you are happy 
with on a demo as 25% does not always represent 25% due to how the markets work, so 
try much lower on a demo to get a gauge of how it works to start with, you may be 
comfortable with a much higher percentage.  
 



  
Congratulations your loaded and ready to go, if you are not going to use a VPS for the trial, 
the computer it is running on needs to be switched on while the Market is on.  
 
We do not leave it running over the weekend and generally stop it trading on Friday 
afternoon and close the trades down as long as they are only small positions. We then start 
it back up at 9 o’clock Monday morning. Trades can be left running over the weekend we 
just find this a way to lower your risk. To maintain a low draw down we recommend running 
a 0.01 lot size. Happy trading, we recommend that you withdraw the profit every month 
until you have got your original investment back. 
 
With any trading there is risk, always manage your own risk as Honest FX does not take any 
responsibility for your trading account, please ensure you are happy with your risk. 
 
Please join our telegram if you have any questions. 
 


